







Weather permitting, there will 



















 at 3 this 
afternoon  
and 
concluding  at I a.m. 
Sunday,  
60 men will
 bounce a basketball 
continuously 
during the 30 -hour 
period.in 
conjunction  with a fund 
drive for the Santa Clara County
 
and
 American Heart Association. 
Today, television star Dennis 
Cole of 
"Felony  Squad" is sched-
uled to fire a gun on Seventh 




San Jose Mayor 
Ron  James and 
Police 
Chief Ray Blackmore will 
also attend the 
opening  cere-












 from 8 p.m. to 
1 
a.m. KLIV disc 
jockey  John Lester 
will be host. 
Tonight's 
dance 
will  be free
 to 
everyone. 
Concession  stands 
and a 
raffle booth will offer food and 
prizes. 
In case of rain, the dance will 
be held in the Women's Gym. 
Dick Shane, star of 'The Dick 
Shane
 Show," and stunt 
actor  for 
James Drury of "The Virginian" 
television series, 




 Shane will head a 
group of Hollywood stunt
 men 
from Universal
 Studios who will 
stage 
gunfights, knife fights 
and 
brawls on 
Seventh  Street. 
The  SAM ball 
will  continue 
bouncing 










The  Syndicate of 
Sound  will 
perform  from 8 p.m.









dance. A $1 
donation  is being
 




Beats"  publicity 
chairman
 Mark Bornstein
 has set 
a goal of 
"around
 
$10,000" for the 
drive.
 Bornstein 




to Bornstein, when 
DENNIS 
COLE, co-star







 is scheduled to be on Seventh 
Street  at 3 
p.m. 





 Ron James and 
Police Chief Ray 
Blackmore  also 
are scheduled to 
be on hand. 
the ball ceases
 bouncing two tro-
phies will be 



















and  donations can 
be called into 
294-6132, 295-1505
 or 295-9559. 
Gilbaugh
 Charges
 Dr. Clark's 
Statement  
'Distorts  Facts' 
By






 W. Gilbaugh, former 
dean of San Jose State. yesterday 
took issue 
with
 President Robert 




reassignment  appeal re-




ance of this college." 
Dr. Gilbaugh charged that the 
above 
statement  by Dr. 
Clark, 
which appeared in 
Wednesday's 
San Jose Mercury 
"grossly mis-
represents  the facts." Dr. Gil-




 education by Pres.
 






"The sole issue during my 
two 
reassignment hearings," Dr. Gil-
baugh said, "was 'whether the po-
sition (a professorship in Educa-
tion) was commensurate with my 
qualifications,' after having served 
for seven years as Dean of the 
College at San Jose State." 
According to title













SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114, FRIDAY, MARCH
 15, 1968 No. 90 
California Administrative Cod e, 
Section 
43500,  pertaining to reas-
signment of 
administrative  em-
ployees, an employee given such 
notice may request a heating  be-
fore an 
impartial board chosen by 
the Trustees. The hearing is to be 
held "only 
on the question of 
whether the position to which he is 





Section  43501 of the same code 
also 





 a hearing on 




not followed, or that 
the po-
sition to which 
he is assigned is 
not commensurate with 
his quali-
fications. The 
decision  of the Trus-
tees




















 refused to 















 SJS was 
being 
reorganized, 





He said then 
he




 for a 
new


































 at an 
accelerated  





considered  by 
the 
committee.  














 meeting this 
week, Academic Council 
went  on 
record in favor of the semester
 sys-
tem, passed new policy on English 
composition courses, heard an 
amendment that would allow stu-
dents to become voting members, 
and debated the value of early reg-
istration privileges. 
Members also officially com-
mended the Spartan Daily for its 
"outstanding job of 
responsible  
journalism on Friday and Monday 
in helping avert a potential crisis 
on campus," 
referring  to front 
page editorials urging reason dur-
ing 
Monday's  Dow rally. 
Council passed -- 
with four ab-
stentions  a resolution supporting 
the semester system. The
 resolu-
tion says that the
 system should 
be continued




the quarter system 
unsatisfactory
 when it was used 
here prior to 1955; 
year-round  op-
eration under the quarter
 system 
will mean 
increases  in personnel;
 




 McCarthy, who 
is 





will not speak 
in





ruary 26 issue 
of Spartan Daily. 
McCarthy 
won't  be able to 
ap-
pear in California 
until next 
 th, according
 to SJS Young
 







patible" with the 
academic needs 




 539 faculty 
members have signed a petition 
protesting the scheduled quarter 
system, which may be operational 
here within a few years. 
Council 
also passed a new policy 
which will require students 
to
 com-
plete the required English compo-
sition courses 
during  their first 
year in college. The policy, when 





heard and tabled 
until next 




 would allow two ex of-
ficio and two







tives would be 
selected  by general 
student  vote. The two 
ex-officio 
members
 would be the 
ASH
 Presi-




 DeBey, professor of 
chemistry, proposed the amend-
ment. The only student 
represen-
tative on Council now is Jules 
Loventhal, member of 
student 
council, who sits as a guest and 
does not have a vote. 
Council members also debated
 
whether




 privileges should 
be  allowed to continue. 
Controversy was sparked 
early in 
the semester when
 letters were 
sent to Council complaining about 
the early registration policy which 
allows athletes and 
members of 
special groups to register a day be-
fore other students. 
The admission and 
retention
 
committee has been studying the 
complaints and will make a recom-
mendation 
soon. 
False  Alarm 
Seven fire 
fighting vehicles 











last night at 9:18,
 ac-
cording 
to San Jose 
Fire  Deputy 
George 
Bradford  of station 
num-
ber 
one, located at 




 to Pete 
Rocha  of 
MS
 campus 
security,  "A San 
Jose city





and  San 
Fernando
 in time





















































































































































Coed  En 










An SJS coed has claimed that
 
she and five other Bay Area stu-
dents en 
route to Cuba were 
stopped in Mexico City last Friday 
and forcibly taken back
 to the 
United States. 
Connie Kurz,
 24, a graduate stu-
dent 
of
 history, 318 
E. William 
St.,  said that the group 
was about 
to check their 
tiekets in the 
Mexico City 
Airport  for the flight 
to Cuba when 
they  were sur-
rounded 
by
 10 men and forced into 
two waiting station wagons and 
driven for 16 hours to the Texas 
border, 
accompanied





she  said, con-












the  other car 
were  


















 by the 
CIA to 
prevent the group 
from visiting 




 in Cuba three
 weeks "be-
cause we 
are  very interested
 in 
revolutionary  







of the men 
who 
took
 them was 
an "agent" 
and the other five




had a list 
containing  the 
names of 
the group, 
and  the 




according  to 
Miss  Kurz. 



























By PHIL STONE 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Graduate Representative Jules 
Loventhal refused to discuss the 
proposal of abolishing Freshman 
Camp Committee Wednesday af-
ternoon before Student Council. 
Loventhal
 said his committee 
needed more time research the 
problem.  
A 
motion  by Bob Gottschalk, 
senior representative, to have the 
matter  taken out of 
committee
 
and put before 
council
 was de-
feated.  Gottschalk made his mo-
Um on the 
request








tions for next fall's camp. 
Two 





abolished so that new ideals and 
philosophies for the camp could be 
formulated. Council referred the 
matter to its External Policy 
Committee of which Loventhal is 
chairman. In a separate motion 
two weeks ago, Loventhal proposed 
establishing two Spartacamps. 
Loventhal explained
 to council 
his 
committee  was discussing the 
camp problem with representatives
 
of both Freshman Camp and Spar-
tacamp. He stated committee 
members needed time to 
discuss 
some amendments to the resolu-
tion. As of 
Wednesday,  the com-
mittee could make no recommend-
ation to council. 
Last Chance Today 
For Blood Donors 
Today
 is the last day to donate 
blood as part of this semester's 
Blood 
Drive at the Catholic 
Women's Center between 9 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. 
Both 




 and the 
deadline are fast 
approaching. 
Four trophies will be 
awarded 
to the top donating organizations. 
Non-affiliated  students can donate 
In the name of any 
desired or-
ganization  
The whole process takes
 about 




10 minute rest while
 the 
blood is donated.
 Juice or coffee 
and a snack is given 




his family to all the blood they 
may  need during
 the next 
year  free 
Of Charge. 
In other action council: 
 Accepted the resignation of 




signed to devote more time as a 
student teacher this semester. 





On U.S. Role 
Alfred M. Lilienthal, 





litical scientist, will speak today at 
12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi-
torium. 




 Board and 
was 
arranged  by the SJS 
chapter 
of the Arab
-American  Club. 
There  
is no admission charge. 
Lilienthal will 








danger  in the 
Middle  East, 
more
 danger than in 
the battle 




his  15th lecture 
this
 year, the 
non -Zionist 
Jew will also 
explain 
why he 
believes  that, 
"It was not 
Israel
 that won 
the  Arab war. 
The 
Soviets won 







































































































 E. Santa Clara 
Street. 
Requiem 
Mass  will be 
celebrated  
tomorrow




will  be 
at 











member of the Student
 Activities 
Board; Jay 















ber of the 




 Potter, Sue 
Charles, P. 0. 
Riddle  Jr., Sandy 












 Defeated a motion by Loven-
thal to allocate up to $100 to re-
imburse Russ Stevenson, artist -in -









student council investigate 
the  
Placement
 Center for possible dis-
crimination in its job applications. 
 Agreed
 to purchase a 
sign  










 to the Radio -TV News 
Center for film processing. 
that
 they were not rejected,
 as Dr. 
Clark's statement
 said. He further 
stated 
that Chancellor Glenn S. 
Dumke "handpicked 
the committee 
to affirm his own 
action of approv-
ing my reassignment." 
Corruption charges to 
which  Gil -
bough
 referred
 include: Promotion 
of two faculty members who en-
gaged in a drinking bout with
 stu-
dents
 in a 
college classroom; Dr. 
Clark's allowing professors to de-
bate Vietnam 
for  five days at the 
expense of regular courses; pro-
motion by Dr. Clark of a 
professor 
who was arrested and pleaded 
guilty
 to a morals charge; hiring 
of "leftist -activist faculty mem-
bers:" 










If a college 
allows  one company 
to come on 
campus
 and recruit, 
then 
it must allow all 
companies
 
the same privilege. 
This opinion by the 
American 
Civil Liberies Union (ACLU) was 
made available to Student Council 
and executive
 officers Wednesday 
afternoon. 
In its statement, dated February 
19, the 
ACLU states that "on-
campus career recruitment is es-
sentially a service to students and 
not central to the 
educational  pur-
poses of the university." 
The statement 
continued that 
college officials may "refuse the 
use of their facilities to all recruit-
ing agents of any category without 
infringing on the basic precepts of 
academic freedom or civil liber-
ties." 
But if the college "permits out-
side 
recruitment,  it is incumbent 
on the administration,
 in the inter-
ests 
of academic freedom, to assure 
that facilities are made 
available,  
without discrimination, to the rep-
resentatives 
of any commercial 































receive  results of a 
name -change 
study at 
an April  24-25 
meeting  
in Chico, Dumke




 would be 
re-
quired to change
 the name. 
The 











 of Higher Education,
 A UC 
Berkeley 
spokesman  said Wednes-
day that he 
does
 not believe UC 
will alter its opposition. 
Dumke 
said




 education would be 
preserved. It makes the 
Univer-
sity of California 
pre-eminent in 
research and several fields of pm-
fessional training while the col-
leges take primary roles in under-




By MAttsiiA GREEN 
Top o' the morning! Have you 
put the corned beef and cab-
bage on to cook? Sunday is St. 
Patrick's  Day, the day for all 
the sons and 
daughters
 of the 
Emerald Isle to honor their 
heritage and their patron saint. 
St. Patrick was born 
in Brit-
ain about 389 A.D., but was 
captured by 
pirates
 at age 16 




 before he 
could escape, 
and this time of 
captivity 
made him a 
devout 
Christian. 
After  being 
reunited  with his 
kinfolk, 
Patrick  became 
a monk. 
In 432 B.C. 




him  to go 
back to 
Ireland











































time he founded over 300 
churches 
and  baptized about 
120,000 





 that no 
missionary 
had  ever seen before. 
History lists 
him as the 
man 
who 
"found  Ireland 
all heathen 
and left 
it all Christian." 
Legend
 has given St. Patrick 
monumental powers. It 
is said 





down to the seashoie 
where  they 
drowned
 themselves. He is also 
credited with 
besting Druid 
magicians and dispelling 
clouds 
of demons. 
St. Patrick also introduced the
 
Shamrock 
to Ireland. He 
planted 
the three





 the Trinity 













still honored on 
that
 date each 
year in all parts




































































 in the 
Post War 
World." 








































 to be 
imprisoned
 by the 
irrational
 


































 fear that 
there  may- be no 
limit to what 
a 
desperate  leadership 
may
 do to escape 
from 
admitting
 its mistakes. 
\\ Awn the Idli of 
America,  confronted 
with
 the dilemmas presented






 1,111,4 killed by American 
bombs and other-
 maimed and rendered 
homeless when
 it sees brave Americans 
giiing up their 
lives in the name of 
democracy in order 
to maintain in power 
a corrupt, inefficient 
and unpopular re-
gime of feuding 
generals and mandarins
 
- it is small
 wonder that few are inspired 
with  patriotic fen or: and small wonder 
that mothers 
and  fathers  even fathers 
mho line served in other wars  are torn 
between pat rio I is' loyalty and anxious 
doubt.  For it N doubt as to the righteous-
tic,s of this war that mingles, in all age-
urceips. 
with the sadness. shame and disgust 
11 dsed 
Its 
the of women and children 
incinerated, or pitiful peasant huts set 
afire and of the crumpled heaps of Amer-
ican dead. 
There  is a growing realization that this 
war is hut the latest step in the regression 
of Western cis ilization into primitive bar-
barism that began when Ilitler made ex-
termination a mode of warfare and when 




retaliated  with 
















 of the 
nuclear  age 










babies  had 
been
 bons" at 
Alama-
gordo,  the 
dehumanization




a point at 








































States and the 
Soviet Union 
has  
so far  
saved the 











finding  "an 
honor-
able way 
out  of 
Vietnam."
 A way must 
be 
found  out of 
the  moral 




 We need to 
find leaders
 who will 
recognize
 that our 
nation  has lost 
its bearings, 
has  over-
reached  itself and, 
in so doing, has 
wasted  
its 















is needed is a 
reappraisal
 of what 
are 
America's  true 




 the effective 
limits of 
its power. Only in the
 context 
of such a 
reappraisal  will withdrawal 
from 
Vietnam go down 
in history not as a de-
feat but as the moral
 rebirth of a great 
nation. 
The issue is not
 Vietnam. The issue is 
America  what 
sort of a nation we want 
America to be 
and what part we 
wish  it 
to 
play in a world in 
which  all war has 















By RICHARD REEB 
ASB 
Graduate Representative 
Members of the San Jose State College
 
community were exposed recently to an 









 with the 
standard  
legend. The new version proclaims that 
Lincoln was 





 image of Lincoln
 as a freer of 
stases.
 we have been 









tical to do anything
 about its abolishment. 
Let us turn 
now to Lincoln's 
Ninth -




dasery was a 
moral  wrong. He 
also
 argued lhat it should 
be put "on the 
road to ultimate extinction."
 Lincoln un-
derstood 
this to be  the
 intent of 
the 
Founding 
Fathers.  The Missouri
 Compro-
mise  I I/Q01
 
and 
the  Compromise of 1850 
were  attempts



































coin sas as a 
denial














































































































on a 40 -space line. 
Court,  which 
held that 















possible  for 
slavery
 to be extended
 
into the 
existing  states. 
Slavery  during the 
1850's,
 in Lincoln's 
view, was not
 "on the road to 
ultimate  
extinction." It 
seetned that the 
obstacles  
to
 its spread  
law and public 
opinion  
were
 giving way. It 




 returned to 
public life to 
campaign against
 the spread of slavery.
 
It is true that Lincoln 
did not intend 
to abolish 
slavery upon his 
election
 to the 
Presidency:









 of all, Lincoln sought 
to bring the controversy
 over the slavery 
question to an end, i.e., 
to put the public 
mind to rest. This was 
to be accomplished 
by restating clearly and 
unequivocally that 
slavery was morally 
Wrong, and that it 
should he put "on 
the road to ultimate 
extinction."
 He based 
this
 contention on 
the 
Declaration of 
Independence,  which 
declared
 that "all men are 
created  equal." 
This
 meant that each Mil 
- in essence 
is the
 equal of every 




that a "house 
divided 
against
 itself cannot 
stand," he 





 of the governed as a 








man, which is 
the moral ground















 the nation 
to the principle
 of its birth, by 







Yew,  the freeing









pared to accept the
 truth of the 
proposi-
tion that "all men 
are created equal." 
Ire 
thus laid the groundwork





























The approval by the 
Academic Council of 
disciplinary action
 aimed at professors who 
"seriously 
depress
 to morale of a part or the
 
entire academic 
community"  could only be 
called lards! if its 
logical consequences 
were  
not to lead to 








At a time when 
academic  freedom is being 
threatened
 by government  officials 
more in-
terested in placating 
a public ignorant of the 
issues than in furthering
 the interests of so-
ciety, our
 own representatives have










to academic life 
is now instru-
mental in its destruction.
 All this is being 
done
 in the name of 






"order"  maintained by a police 




the AFT' circular about
 the adoption 
of
 a strike policy 
points out, the 
academic  
council is clearly the







unite  in the 
strongest
 
possible  protest 
against  any 
abbrogation  of 
of
 our right to speak
 our minds. 
No one can force 




make  a mockery
 of the 
freedom 
of speech. To 
accept  such rules 
volun-
tarily  is to 
disgrace




 their own 
rights  in order 
to please their
 most ardent foes are 
not  pro-
fessing 























 I regret 























year;  that 





demise."  I 



















was  specie 
(gold), 
but  the 
misunder-
standing
 of the 
student led






 us all 

































 on the 
suject of 
Dew 
recruiters  on 
campus
 should be 










































 about 15 
pickets. 
We didn't 
mind  this. 
In
 fact, it 
gave  
our sign a little 
more  notice.




Building,  we 
put the 
sign
 on the 
lawn 
to repair 
it.  About 10 
individuals, 
who 
until  then had 
been in 
support











 of dissent 
by sitting on 
our  sign, and 
started
 to tear it 
up. 
Fred  and the 
rest of us 
decided  to tear
 up 
our  own sign 







had  taken 
actions 
directly 
opposed  to 







had  failed 
and
 that we 
were  going 
to 
destroy  our 
sign.
 He was 
then
 attacked 
with  no 
provocation





the sign. This 




 and it 
was 
committed
 by a 
member







fascists  and Hitler 
youth by the 
individuals  
picketing us, 
Yet it was they 




 had to 
be 
stopped 
because  it 


















he was saying so 
dangerous  that our 





















Oklahoma is one of 10 
schools



























six cadasers, five male 
and one 






































 to each 
body.  To defray 
the cost 
of the 
cadavers,  each 
student









 with such 





























































































































































who  ... ?" 
"Jules 
































yes,"  said Low 
Key. "We have 
heard of 
evil
 plans of protest
 and violence 
to 
be directed 






eyes  and mouth grew 
to
 large round "o's"
 of surprise. 
"Again! You mean 
violence is planned 
against
 Dear Old Wonderful
 Napalm 
(DOWN I Chemical Company?"
 
"Words of truth," swore Love -em -all. He 
raised Isis 
hand  its  Boy Scouts }fission 
"Why?
 Why? Why?" cried the Presi-
dent. He sat 
back  in a granny -rocker, 
rocked a little, stroked 
a large round ash 
tray  the smooth surface of which 
seemed to calm him. 
"Tell me once 
again  why the students 
plan to riot against a mere, insignificant, 
multi -billion dollar corporation?" 
Love -ens -all spoke: "The
 mudent, sir. 
don't  like DOWN 
because
 they 1)41ii.% e 
DOWN
 is part and parcel of the militar-
industrial complex that influentually con-
trols the minds of our nation's leaders 
who its turn draft students from graduate 
school and then send them off to fight in 
unjust




The President stroked the ash tray and
 
rocked his granny -rocker a little faster. 
"Yes, 




-faced truth of course, but 
there is not -a -thing we, you, me, they (sr 
anybody can do about it." 
Ile stroked and rocked much faster now. 
"Why don't they just sit back, study, 
make love, and make the best of the situ-
ation like we do?" 
Gets. [ow Key smashed his li,! 








liked to have taken the opportunity 
to drive a 
point  home to the 
Presithlit.
 
But no. There was a riot to prevent.) 
"C'mon Love-enoall," he tugged Jules' 
arm. "We've got to set the anti -riot ma. 
chine in motion." They disappeared front 
the President's office, leaving the Presi-
dent to stroke and rock like a prune 
picker nearing quota time. 





 in  tion. They got a girl 
to 
sit on top of a flag pole 
and weave a 
"God's Eye" for peace. They suggested 




campus, that students stay away from the 
protesters. that nobody feed fuel to the 
flames
 of violence. 
And so. when D -Day came and when
 
the 
goodship  SDS with its 
radical crew 
of hairy militants 
pulled  into Seventh 
Street Harbor to protest the symbol 
opf  utum 
ugly war, the 
vessel  and the crew were 
sunk and peace anti order 
restored.
 
The ugly war in the foreign I; con-
tinued to rage. however. and little orown 
kids continued to kneel next to water 
filled craters where they last saw their 
mothers and fathers before 
a yellow ball 
of flame evaporated them. 
Students and non -students 
were  still 
drafted and made to luistitl he in 
blinkers in 
places like Khe Satin from where 
purple 
hearts  instead
 of sons 
were sent lllll  lo 
parents.
 


























and Audit Bureau 
of Circulations. Published 
daily  by 
students of San Jose 
State  College, except Satur-
day 
and  Sunday, during college
 year. Subscription 
accepted  only on a 
rernainde,of-semester
 basis. Full 
academic 
year, $9; each semester, 
$4.50. Off -campus 
price per copy, 
10 cents. Phone 
294-6414
  Editorial 





2083,  2084. Press






















Administration,  or the 
Department
 of Jour-









































and RON RUTHERFORD 
Spartan Daily Staff Writers 













 scaling Hoover, 
Royce  
and 
Washburn  walls, 
to win their sou-
venirs.



























 women on six, 
seven  and 








The soon to be 
completed dormi-









































 into four areas
 
or 
'houses'  to 
give the 











 be able to advance beyond the 
Individual
 floor lounges into
 sleep-
ing areas without a key. 
Center  stairways within each of 
the four "houses" will allow stu-
dents to roam from floor to floor 
within  
their own area. 
"But the 
boys on the second floor, for ex-
ample, couldn't gain 
access  to the 
girls' floors with their keys," Mrs. 
Lively
 said. 
Elevator lounges on each floor 
will give students a chance to re-
lax and talk to their 
neighbors.
 
"We are hoping the elevator 
lounges will keep the young
 men 
from trying to find ingenious ways 
to reach the girls' houses,"
 Baron 
commented.  "The elevator lounges 





 can meet and talk." 
Recreation 
areas,  laundry, 
for-
mal lounge, 
































 Mary Antoinette 
DAILY MASS 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
FRIDAY 11:40 a.m. only 
Tuesday: Student Parish Council 6:30 p.m. 
Regular Open Meeting 
7:30  p.m. 


































floor  of 
the house
 
















The dining commons 
are
 adja-








 hall by an 
adjoining  bridge 
on the second 
floor. Beneath
 the 






 two large fire-
places 
and an attractive 
panel -
finishing inside 
Food  services will 
include 15 






"This  is the first building on the
 
San 








Baron continued, "Allan 
Valters  





















ing in our existing
 dorms should 
cause 
some concern 
for  students 
planning  to live







and  students centers 
around




Although  the high-rise 
building is one month 
ahead  of 
schedule, the 
cafeteria
 is one 
month  behind. 
In case the completion 
date is 
not met Baron said the Housing 




The Men's Glee Club from the 
University of 
Denver will perform 
Monday morning at 10:30 in Con-
cert Hall. The program, free of 
charge, is sponsored by 
the  Col -
done a commendable job." 
lege Union Program Board. 
"We are hoping to raise
 the older The Glee Club 
is expected to 
dorms to a 
par  with the new dorm perform, 
among  others, "Cantate 
by improved lighting, new 
paint,  Domino," "Song of Peace," 
and 
carpeting of 





Inter -Varsity Christian Fellow-
ship, 7:30 p.m., 1040 S. 12th St., 
Apt. 25. Dick Elkins of the Con-
servative Baptist Convention will 
speak on "Moral Absolutes and 
Interpersonal
 Relationships." 
Alpha Eta Sigma. Today at 4:30 
p.m, is the deadline 
for new and 
returning 
members to pay their 
fees
 in the Student 
Affairs  Office. 
Jonah's
 Wail, 8:30 p.m., Jonah's 
Wail Coffee House. 
Continuation
 
of the series 
on meditation by Dr. 
Richard Kilby, professor of psy-
chology.
 
Arab -American Club, 12:30 p.m., 
Morris Dailey
 Auditorium. Alfred 
Lilienthal, noted lecturer and au-
thor, will speak on 
"American In-
volvement in the Middle East." 
International Students' Organi-
zation, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and 
B. Dr. Jay R. McCullough, profes-
sor of 
Asian  philosophy, will speak 




Persian Students' Association, 
3:30 p.m., Faculty cafeteria. 
Muslim Students' Association, 
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer 
meeting.  
Wesley Foundation, 6-7:30 p.m., 
Wesley Foundation, 411 S. 10th St. 
Old 
Testament
 study group. 
Humanistic Awareness Group, 8 
p.m., 384 E. Williams
 St., Apt. 11. 
Marshall McLuhan's "The Medium 
is the Massage" will be presented 
Informal discussion and refresh-
ments to follow. Any interested 
student may attend. 
ASS Intercultural 
Steering  Com-
mittee, 6 p.m., 463 N. Fifth St., 
Apt. 6. 
SATITRDAY 
AIESEC, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Car 
Wash, Shell 
Station,
 Fourth and 
San 
Fernando  Streets, 
Mountaineering 
Club, 8 p.m., 
Eighth and San 









the  Irish 







FREE  Glass 
of Milk 






























$14.95  ... 
Sweaters
 in sleeveless,










shetlands,  and 
wool 















































 of sweaters 
with  
Values to $18.95 . 















































Wail Coffee House, Art film. 
SUNDAY
 
Muslim Students' Association, 2 
p.m., ED210. Quranic Studies. 
Campus Crusade for Christ, 9 
p.m., 384 E. Williams St., Apt. 1. 
"Cal Week," demonstrating revolu-




Wesley Foundation, 6 p.m., St. 
Paul's Methodist Church. Volley-
ball at 5 p.m., dinner for 40 cents 
at 6 p.m., and discussion at 6:30 
p.m. on "The Christian and Racism 





 Carpetbaggers" will be 
to-
night's  Friday Flick at 6:30 and  
9:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi-
torium.
 Admission is 40 cents. 
George Peppard, Carroll Baker, 
and Alan Ladd star in a story
 set 
in the 1930's, of an ambitious 
Hollywood businessman's pursuit 
of power. Friday Flicks are spon-






The SJS School of Natural 
Science and Mathematics and the 
ESSO Education 
Foundation  arc 
waging
 indirect war on 




 students are 
being 
taught  how to think crea-
tively and 





The funds were awarded to 
SJS 




 to "develop curricula
 in 
science education."








 of writing 
new  
course
 plans and 
materials.  
Dr. Fred Holmstnan,  program
 
director  and Physics
 Department 
chairman,
 says the 
emphasis  in 
special natural
 science IA and 113 
courses  "is on the 
intellectual pro-















University  by Dr. 
William  



















 a place 
in the 
diagram as 
a type of pointer,
 but 
the 
student  can still
 be directed 
down the wrong
 path easily. 
Productive  problem 
solving uti-
lizes "search





















tend to "frustrate" 
them into action. 
BOIL PROBLEM 
, Students then boil the 
problem 
down 
to the "simplest case" -- like 
adding one apple
 and one apple 
instead of 5,689 apples and 4,593 
apples, for example. 




grams and conceptual experiments 
(thought 
trials)
 will usually lead 
to the correct solution. 
Dr. Holmstrom says student 
in-
volvement is the most significant 
result of the program. There is 
some evidence that IQ can be pur-
posely 
related with this method, 
but the director says the most im-
Portant fact is that students learn 
a lifelong tool. 




ter is sponsoring a dance 
tomorrow  





 5.75 Per 



















































































































































O.K. TO OWE KAY! 








 11001 an inspiring
 selection of 
advance
 
















MONEY  DOWN 
ONLY 















First  St. 
We
 validate all 
downtown  lot 
tickets  
292-4910  
Open  Mon., Thurs.
 & Fri. 
Nights






















 & Fri. 
Nights  'til 9 
p.m.  
KAY 
COAST  10 
COAST  







a stripped -down  














































Buy  it! Get 
a Chev-
rolet 














prices start lower than any other 
mid -size models. Obviously nothing s 
newer  in 
mid -size cars than
 Chevelle. 
There's  fresh 
styling, the long -hood. 
short -deck look. There are two nimble -




 tread. You 













































 pass by. With its new wide 
stance  and computer
-tuned  chassis, 
Nova
 
rides  as silent and steady as 
cars 
costing 
a lot more, and it comes with 
the biggest standard V8 in its 
field. 
Nova's the not -too -small car. 
NOWIMPALA
 






 4 -Door 
Sedan or 
Station  Wagons I mew 
School




persons  to attend the 
open 
house.  "I join with engineer-
ing seniors Gary Moore anti Cliff 





 house, in 
urging the campus and local com-
munities to visit 
us
 this coming 
Friday and Saturday." he said. 
"Ever since my participation in 
open houses as a student," he said, 
"I have been 
convinced of their 
value and the visitor  whether 
a child in grade school 
or
 a senior 
citizen, a housewife or a 
sophisti-
cated professional
  has a better 
understanding
 of technology." 
For the complete collegiate experience 





8:30 & 11 
a.m.   Morning 
Worship
 
7 p.m.  Evening Service 
College
 Dept. (Spartan Tr -C) 
9:45 a.m.  Morning Seminar 
5:45 p.m.  Evening Forum 
Meets at Tri-C 
Bldg.,






















































Committee,  the 
All -College 
Curriculum 





 Robert D. 
Clark. 
The experimental
 program calls 
for 




 and a 
few lectures.
 Approximately 200 
students




















 for a 
while and 
who do 








able to listen 














groups  of 






Burnham,  19, 
likes 
seminars







group  thoughts 




























































program are. such 
that I am 
able 
to study 
the  effects of 
philosophy  
on art, 
history  on philosophy, po-
litical science 
on history, etc., and 
for 
me this is a 
very
 important 








organizing  and 
implementing
 their own 
programs  
of study. 





on the basis of their 
Amer-













students  from discussing 
grades and are 
more  interested in 
getting them to think about
 their 
work 








 A. If they con-
tinue 
in the program without
 
qualification, they 
receive a B. If 




C-plus and if they 
are  

































 of Athens and 
the Pelopoesian












 19th Century, 
Man 
and  the 
Future,





The second two-year program 
(1966-68) concern a similar pro-
gram  but introduced some varia-
tions. Readings include works of 
Homer, Luther, de Montaigne, 
Goethe, Mill, Freud, Dostoevsky, 









 with being 
a "failure" and "squandering huge 
sums of taxpayers' 
money." 
The Tutorials Program has no 
budget of its own. It borrows of-
fice materials from the Humani-
ties 
department. Tutorials offices 
are housed in temporary build-
ing R. 
The salaries of the 10 faculty 
members are paid 
whether  they 
teach in the Tutorials Program or 




rate  of freshmen who drop 
out of school after spending some 
time in the 
Tutorials  Program is 
less than 
20
 per cent, a good deal 
below the college average of 50 
per cent. 
Due 
to the unstructured and 
flexible nature of the program 
that allows students
 and faculty 
together 
to devise the curriculum,
 
a group of 30 sophomores
 is study-
ing now for 
their  fourth and final 
semester




semester of study abroad is 
the result of the 
students'  own 
planning. The costs
 are being borne 





 by  Dr. 
Snell Putney
 and Dr. Peter King, 




 and society during 
the process of modernization.
 
The group has taken 
regular 
tutorials 
reading  mt.:Hats with 
them and is holding regular semi-
nars and will be 
doing all required 
written work. 
Dan Sehow, 19, sums up a stu-
dent's view of the program when 
he says, "I feel I am getting more 
out of tutorials. I did take the 
regular curriculum last year. I'm 
a freshman in the Tutorials Pro-
gram, but a sophomore in school. 
I find the 
tutorials  offers greater
 
chance for individual initiative and 
thinking rather than just 'fact -
gathering' which the regular sched-
ule tends to encourage. There is 
more communication not only be-




well. We learn 
how 

















 we had more than 3,800 news-
paper editors on 






 Editors from all 
over the world. 
There is a good reason why these "pros" read 
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only 
daily international newspaper. Unlike local 
papers, the  Monitor focuses exclusively on 
world news  the important 
news.  
The 








analyzes it  
in depth. It 
takes  
you  further into 
the news than any local paper can. 
If 
this
 is the kind
 of paper 
you would 
like to 
he reading, we will send it to 
you right
 away at 
half the regular price of $24.00 a year. 
Clip the coupon. 
Find  out why newspaper-
men themselves read the
 Monitor  and why 
they invariably name it as 
one 
of the five best 
papers in the world. 








I Norway Street, Roston,
 
Mansachusetts  02116 
Please enter a Monitor
 subscription for the 
name below. 
I am 
enclosing  $ 
. (U.S. funds) for the period 
checked.











  Year of 












Friday, March 15, 1968 
Engineering
 
















































 for the two 
day event 






































SERVED  WITH 












































































 for a 
large  firm.

























got  over 300 
locations  
throughout  the 
country. 
Which to 
me means a big





small  team concept  
"Actually, there's plenty
 of decentralization even within each 
location. For instance, in science 
and engineering, they use a 
small
 team concept. It means, no mat ter how large
 the project, 
you work individually or as part of a small teamabout
 four 
or five 
people.   
"In marketing, I was pretty much my own boss even 
before I became a manager. As a systems engineer, it's 
up to you to find the solution to a customer's problem, 
and then see it's carried 
out in the optimum way. You 
work with the 
customer  every step of the way." 
There's a lot more to the IBM 
story than Jim has 
mentioned. For 
more information, visit your campus
 
placement office or send 
an
 outline of your inter-
ests 
and 
educational  background 
to E. C. Purtell, 
Jr., 
IBM 
Corporation,  Dept. C, 




















devices,  shock 
and vortex 






























director  for 













2:30  in E132. 
Norman Gunderson, dean of the 
Dr. Clarence R. Sands. 
Pastor 


















By SUE AMON 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
"Courses are 
chopped  into neat 
academic packages 
of let's say, 
two 
Or
 three units of political 
science, history, 
art,  math or 
music - 
but that's not the way 
the world is 
organized,  It's diffi-
cult
 








 explanation of the
 
idea 




 of which 
he
 is 
coordinator. Described by 
Dr. 
Cadwallader




























with  Bacon 
or
 Ham,* 














TWIRL GIRL  Marsha Carey, freshman, will lead the San Jose 
Municipal Marching
 Band in the St. 




Parade  will start at 2 p.m.




 Chorale To 
Sing 
On 
St.  Patrick's Day 
On St. Patrick's Day, the 
Santa Clara 
Chorale,  conducted 
by David 
Wilson, will perform 
Its first major concert 
of
 the 
season at 8:15 p.m. in the Santa 
Clara Mission at 
SCU. 
The Chorale, which performed 
at the opening 
of the Santa 
Clara Philharmonic Orchestra 




of the late 
benefactor of the Chorale, teach-
er and Director of the
 de Saisset 





Programmed for Sunday are 
four contrasting settings of the 





ranging  from the earliest
 
medieval chants to 
contemporary 




The  four settings will 
ex-
plore
 the compositions 
from the 
OVER  21? 
NEED  $5 
DO 
THIS  NOW! 
BLOOD  IS 
NEEDED 
































































18th Century, to the antiphonal 
setting of Palestrina, 
16th
 Cen-
tury, the coloristic simplicity of 
Monteverdi, 17th Century, and 




The Monteverdi "Magnificat" 
will 
be a world premier of this 
edition. 
T h e work was 
re-
searched by conductor, David 
Wilson, as part of his doctoral 
thesis and it will be sung by the 
Chamber Choir of 24 select voic-
es and a few solo instruments 
and ten soloists. 
The




















By RICHARD BATTIN 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 







will be led Sunday by a SJS 
coed. Marsha Carey. 
Miss Carey. a freshman public 
relations major from San Jose 
has been a majoiette for the San 
Jose Municipal Band for several 
years. 
Mello Mayo, band director and
 
'former San  Jose State music in-
structor, reports that the parade 
will start at 2 p.m. Miss Carey 
will lead the parade up St. 
James St. to Santa 
Clara  St. and 
then cast to St. Patrick's Church 
on Ninth 
Street. 
Miss Carey attended Leigh 
High School 
in
 San Jose al-
though she is originally from 
Cleveland. She has been 
twirling  
the baton for 11 years and has 
15 trophies to show for her 
efforts.  
In addition to marching with 
her high school band she has 
performed in the San
 Jose Vet-
eran's Day Parade, and won 
first place in twirling the last 
two years.
 
She traveled in a USO show 
to Ft. Ord, and to the Seattle 
World's Fair. Miss Carey has 
also worked 
for  the Santa Clara 
County Fair for the past three 
years, doing promotion work. 
In 1966 she was the "Fair 
Feature Queen." 
She  was also 
"Miss Home Economics" for the 
Fair in 1966. 
Currently Marsha is "Miss 
Willow 
Glen,"  and "District 
Dairy Princess," for the 
Amer-
ican Dairy Association. 
Band director Melio Mayo 
said, "She's wonderful. She's 
real clever with the baton." So 
with
 Marsha leading the 
parade,  
sponsored by the 
Ancient  Order 
of Hibernian% and the Irish So-
cial Club of 
Santa  Clara Coun-
ty, it will indeed be a 
grand day 
for 
the Irish. The only problem 











bered as the 
Dramh Department
 





Physicists," to be 
presented in 
the College Theater Friday and 
Saturday night and resuming 
performances March
 27 through 
March
 30. 
Members of the 
cast include 
Jim Harville, Charlotte Kutilek, 
Rex Hays, Kathy Temple, Tom 
Oleniaez, Rosa Morin, James 
Hubbard, Dennis Higgins, Jana 
Sheldon, 
Gary  Bothum, Wesley 
Morgan, Dale Maggio, Phil
 811 -
tuft.,










Bars   5c 
2 
Rolls Toilet Paper 10e 
1 Roll Jumbo





Ivory  Soap 
5c 
Ajax  Cleanser
   
5e 
Crest large size   
29e  
One Item 
With  Minimum 





























dealt  with the prob-
lem which 
I think is very im-
mediate
  what will 
we do with 
the result









problem of the 
physical scientist 
and the prostitution of his dis-
coveries by 
technologists  and en-
gineers." 
He continues, "The real pmb-
lem of the play 
is tam, do you 
deal with a subject that 
is 
so 
abstract  as theoretical physics 
and all the 
politics
 that relate to 
it and bring
 it down to 
a level 
so concrete 





March  15, 1965 
The SJS A 
Cappella  Choir, un-
do,: 










 next week 
on 
Tuesday  and 
Wednesday  eve-
nings at 8:15 in Concert Hall. 







Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66, 
a sextet, will perform Friday, 
March 22 at 8:15 p.m. in 
the 
Men's gym. Tickets are $1.50 
for students and faculty and $2 
for the general public and will 
'Sc
 on sale at the Student Ac-
tivities Office beginning Monday. 
After 
the death of the Bossa 
Nova era, Mendes
 and his group 
created their own sound which 
utilizes contemporary musical 
material,  yet stresses the
 sim-
plicity of melodies 
and arrange-
ment as well as the vitality of 
rhythm.
 
Sergio  Mendes and Brasil '66 
present a 
repertoire  of North 
and South American rhythms 
with strong 
vocal  and instru-




ble consists of two girls

























important part in 
Ow 
development
























and almost all of his in-
strumental  works 
are  influenced 




counterpoint  is 
revealed
 in his 
many choral 











conclude  the first 
group.  "So 
Tanze
 . ," written
 
for double chorus, is essentially
 





concluding  group 
includes three 
secular  works by 









 Madrigals, one of which 
was composed for Queen Eliza-
beth. 
The Choraliers will also sing 
Petrassi's "Nonsense" songs. The 




 limericks from 
his book, "The Book of Non-
sense." The music 
will be sung 
in the Italian 




























students  and hold 
inter-
views. 







10:30  am. 
Dr. Lantos 





CSCIP  after his speech.
 
Students may 







program  is open 








 SJS students 
were 
selected  to study overseas 
next year. Applications 
will be 
accepted 
until  April 15 for the 
1968-69
 academic year. 
Applica-
tions may 
be picked up in 
the 
Activities Office 




Students must have 
completed  
30 
semester  units and have at 
least a 3.0 (Hi grade 
average. 
Students  without foreign lan-
guage proficiency
 may apply for 
the programs




of China and 
Sweden, 
Students 
interested  in travel-
ing to France, Germany or 
Spain  





























































 have an adequate knowl-
edge of the language. 
Those selected for the program 
will still be enrolled
 at San Jose 
State 
college.  They will carry
 a 
full-time academic
 course load, 












Henry's,  at 








of the freeway, 
but  
































































































































 South 3rd 
Street 
Sunday 
Services:  8:15, 9:30 
and 







































 Vienna, Ljulijana. Trie.te, 
Venire.
 Florence, 
Sorrento,  Cgpri. 
Pompeii. Rome,  
Ransil°,  Ni,,'. 
Grenoble, Geneva, Paris. Varsaillm 










or Helen J. 














































































































 SJS will 
have the 
privilege











































from  the 
University
 























Friday,  April 5 













We,t  San 
Carlos St. (Next 
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A.H.T., 25 W. Sun Salvador 
FRI., SAT. 8:30 - 2974797 
SATURDAY  
NIGHT 
THE  WAR 
GAME
 
n MORRIS DAILEY 
AUDITORIUM 
U
 \ Saturday, March 16, at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
n    
 SioSer








 ILLT*IVELA EXCLUSIVE 
1433 THE 
ALAMEDA   291-3860
 
American Premiere Pre -Release 
Showing  
IF YOU LIKED 
DEAR JOHN AND A MAN AND A 
WOMAN'
 
YO'J MUST SEE 












































The SJS track opponent this 
Saturday, Brigham Young 
Univer-
sity,
 may  be running its first out-
door meet 
of the season, but only 
in the very 
strictest sense. 
BYU has been working out for
 
weeks on an 4-40 -yard outdoor dirt 
track that is installed indoors on 
th 
salt Lake City 
campus. 
One of the Cougar thinelads 
most likely to be helped by this 
advanced training includes 
BYU 





face SJS's Chris 
Papanicolaou, 
who has a season's best of 16-6.
 
Another BYU star expected to 
pick up valuable points is Pertti 
Pousi in the triple
 jump. Pousi, a 
Finnish. citizen like Alarotu, has 
a season's best of 
5.3-5va, 
One of the highlights of the meet 
is expected to 
be
 the 880 battle 
between SJS's Jack Malloy and 
Paul  Meyer and BYU's 
Jaakko
 
Tuominen.  Tuominen has a life-
time best of 1:48.4, while Malloy 
is
 sight
 behind with 
a 1:48.8. 
Meyer
 has gone 
1:50.8. 
Other headliners for the 
Spar-
tans are Lee Evans in 
the 220 and 
440, 
Ronnie
 Roy Smith, Sam Davis 
and
 Bob Griffin in the 100 
and  
220, and high jumper Don Lindsay,
 

















basketball  team 
didn't
 
burn  up 
the N'S est Coast At  Conference but it seldom 
turned in 
a performance that 




Although SJS finir-hed the season with an 8-6 conference 
mark and a 13-12 °serail record, they lost several games of 
heart -breaking elooqic,s.
 
"Nt e wanted a little better won -lost record."
 said coach Dan 
Clines. "but the thing that pleased
 
its most was the progress 
of individual player,. Prourc,s comes a little at a time. 
"The key to our success next season
 is this: we have to build 
a 
program  to a point ss here ans one, through a little bit of im-
piles  einem, can 
inns,-
 ahead of anyone else. it 
has  to be a com-
petitise atmosphere." 
An 
excellent example of %hat GI Inca has in mind was 
es idenced 
,eason in the play of 6-5 forward Dick Groses. 
.%s a j   ,r. Grose came in to take 
the place of academically 
ineligible Bernie Veasey. 
say that he helped the Spartans
 is an understatement. 
His  field goal shooting percentage
 of 58.49 was tops in the 
league and broke the league






enter  Jim Meyer. guard
 Robin Durand, and
 forward Don 
McConnell
 finished their 
careers
 as Spartans this season. Meyer 
ended the 
season. with 7.1 points 








used his height 
(640)
 
to sweep the hoards for 
the  Spartans and guards Steve
 McKean 
and 
Tim  Holman kept SJS in many a game
 with fine outside 
shooting 
and  hustle. 
After 
such  an improsement Off 




argue  with Clines' 
formula  for a winner 







United has the World's largest Jet 
Fleet, which means more 






A United Stewardess holds a position of 
respect  and responsibility 
and
 during her first year, she
  
get  $425 per month plus 
ex-





 of training you 
may  graduate
 to this
 exciting life. 




ages  of 141/2 
and 26, 
5 ft. 2 
inches
 to 5 












a high school graduote with 
college  or  business 
experience. 




MARCH  18 
From 10 a.m. 







































 Daily Sports 
Writer 





 basketball history 
came to an end 
last week with a 
101-84 victory 
over
 the University 
of Pacific frosh. 
And 





early  Season set-
backs,
 surged back 
to finish the 
year with an 






Even  more impressive 
is
 the fact 
that they were able to defeat every 









 suffered by 























and a strong 
Stanford  
University  frosh









 coach Stan 
Morrison,  




 team he hays had 
in 
his six 
years  of coaching.
 
The stars 
of the team, 
the 
Spartan hopes





 most outstanding 
was 




lished two school records over 
the 
season,
 pulling down 400 rebounds 
for a 16 per game average,
 and 
blocking an amazing 6.2 shots a 
game. Ilillman was also the second 
leading scorer 115.01 and led the 
team 
in shooting percentage. 






















the leading free 








Franciscan Patt Hamm, 
the team's 
second


























 four, Guenther 
and 
Mortara




almost  40 points
 a game 
between  them, 
as
 SJS stearnrolled 
through its final five 
opponents. 
Invaluable
 to the team 
were  
Morrison's top 
three  substitutes, 
forwards Al Graves and Pat Lin-
ane, 
and C. J. Howard, a leaper
 





 called the greatest 
thrill of the 
season
 the almost un-
believable 89-85 win over Cal.
 The 
Cal freshmen, with two high 
school All-Americans
 on the team, 
were undefeated and were averag-
ing close to 100 
points a game. 
The Spartababes followed this 
with a 78-69 trouncing of Stan-
ford. 




 Morrison said, "it would 
have to be 
relentless.  These play-
ers, by working on their own indi-
vidual problems, led to the solving 
of all the 
team
 problems, I just 
sat back and watched." 
And that may be what the rest 




 back and 
watching these freshmen 
relent-













BEST!   
N.Y. TIMES  












Written for the 















































SJS judo coach Yosh 
Uchida 
apparently believes in making 
suldaki 
out  of the opposition. His 
Spartan judokas have won 
the 
NCAA
 title every year since 
its 
inception in 1962, 
with 24 indi-
vidual 







to SJS as judo 
coach 
in 1946, Uchida, a 
former 
student coach 







celebrated  judo coach. 
A genuine pioneer in the an-






in 1953 when he 
led the Spartans to their first 
state  
title. He added
 two more state 
championships  in 1958 and 
1961, 
and 
from  1954 to 1961
 he guided 
the Spartans
 to eight 
consecutive
 











































however,  Uchida 
doesn't look 
too much 
like the  
kingpin 
of the 












 is well 
under six 





















 by Wayne 
Nicholls  
HERE'S HOW
 IT'S DONE BOYS  Yosh Ucida,
 (right), SJS 
judo 
coach,  




throw  an opponent 
to Allen 
Jones, (left) and John Hampton. 
in a sport which empha.sizcs quick-
ness and technique more than 
brute strength. 
Uchida's castle 
is MG207 where 
all the judo action at SJS, both 
classes and varsity 
workouts, take 
place, and his subjects are 28 dedi-
cated young men whose skill has 
proved itself 
time  and again this 
year. 




mentor  scans through 
steel -like eyes at a 
team which he 
calls his 
"best  ever." 
"We 
are not large in 
size, but 
we're quick 






 also have 
more  
depth  at 
each position," he 
continued.
 "It's 
just too bad that 
we can have just 
one 
competitor  in each event, 
but 
it will surely keep
 the  defending 




Despite the great 
success which 
he has 
enjoyed,  Uchida said that 
his greatest thrill came 
from  see-
ing 
his graduates do well. 
"We usually 
find that if they 
are 
dedicated in judo, they are 
dedicated in whatever 
they do 
after 
graduation,  judo or what-
ever," commented Uchida. 
The Spartans are 
currently  em-





da. For the final weeks 
of the 
season
 they are entered in four 
tournaments and one 
triangle 
meet. 
The Spartans successfully 
passed  
the first hurdle when they won 
the Senior AAU Championships 
Saturday, but
 the big test still re-
mains -- the NCAA Tournament
 
March 30. 
Uchida  has expressed some con-
cern over some of the. teams which 
he hasn't seen at all this year, like 
Michigan State, who have good 
reputations. 
However, Uchida concluded 
with  
justified optimism. "We expect to 
win." 









































 in the 
doldrums
 of a 




 go with Barry Carlson 
and Mike 
Popover
 in an effort to 
get 
untracked before






























30 at Santa 
The moment 
of 
truth  has come 
for 




Ed Sobsczak will 
find out whether 
this
 year's team 
will slip into
 a tailspin that will
 
carry them all the way to another 
below -500 record,
 or whether the 
great potential of 
this year's team 
will 
finally be unleashed. 
Inconsistency has
 riddled the 
Spartans this year, especially in 
batting.  In the first game against 
Nevada. Saturday for instance, 
the  
Spartans swung the bat as effec-
tively as they have all 
year. They 
kept 






Shamony,  won their first 
game 
of the year 5-3. 
But in the second game
 the 
Spartans 
slumped  back into their 
old rut. Two unearned runs 
beat  
Jay 
Fike, as the Spartan 
lefty gave 
up just five hits, 
but  his SJS mates 
could 
only  manage one hit off 
Don Weir. 
Key  errors have 
played a major
 
role with the 
SJS fate this year. 
Almost
 half of the runs 
scored  
against
 the Spartans 
this year 
have been unearned. 
At
 the start




"possibly  the 
best since 
1961," and 




 of the 








 be the 
end 
of five 









LADIES . . . 
It's time for 
you  to meet 
SANDY
 GERMAINE 
SAN JOSE STATE 








 Sandy had a 
wonderful  time 
and 





















































 HIT?  
We will never
 know the 
result  of 
Spartan
 catcher 












winning  the 
first  5-3 and 
losing  the 
second
























































 the rest of the 
semester  the 
team will 
work
 out three days a 
week
 in preparation for this year's 
grid schedule. Running 
laps around 
the ROTC 
field,  push-ups, and leg 
lifts will now
 become part of the 
player's lives as they will try to 




Munson,  a senior, who sat 
In
 Danny Holman's shadow for 
two years will now be given a full 
shot  at the quarterback job. Mun-
son won't have any easy time of 
it 
though,
 as he is being pressured 
for the starting spot by 6-1 
Mark 
Woods, a transfer from Fullerton 
J.C. Fullerton represented Califor-
nia last
 season






part of the Spartan's
 
game  
which looks for improvement is 
their 
running attack. Not that 
such backs as Walt Shockley. 




 of lugging the
 ball 




them, this could prove a minus 
against the Spartans. 
SJS hopes for an improved line 
rest with such 
transfers as 6-1 
Frank Fagundes, 215; 6-0 Ted 
Luehs, 200; 
6-2 Ed Russell, 190, 
and holdovers from last
 year as 
Connie  Pharr, Steve Alexakos, and 
Rich Watts. 
The only support 
up from the 
freshman
 squad seems to 
be
 6-0 
Tony Jackson who is 








All -College intramural bas-
ketball tournament moves
 into the 
quarter final round Monday with 
four upper and lower 
division 
teams
 remaining in competition. 
In upper division 
tournament  
games Wednesday it was Garbage-
men 46, 'IWIMC 30, "A" League 
champion Awful
-Awful  64, Price's 
Preachers 51, despite Terry Parker 
and Joel Salmi's combined 27 
points; Basketball Inc. 61, 
Alpha  
Tau Omega No. 2 30; and Me and 
Them No. 1 58, Yo Yo's 43, with 
Bart
 Spina hitting for 19 
for  the 
winners. 
In lower division playoff games  
it. was Fastbreakers 55, Delta Up-
silon No. 3 26,
 led by Chuck Grim-
skey's 20 
points; NDG's 
40,  Golden 
Sweat Hogs 21; and Fat Angels 
44, Mr. Milkman 26. 
Monday night's games 
will  pit 
Awful -Awful against 
Basketball 
Inc., and Garbagemen vs, Me and 
Them No. 1 in 
upper  division. 
In lower division action it will 
be NDG's vs, 
Fat Angels, and Fast -
breakers vs. either 




league  play Theta 
Chi remained undefeated by whip-
ping Delta 
Upsilon  65-50. Alpha 
Tau Omega remained one 
game  
behind by beating Pi Kappa Alpha 
69-37. Sigma Nu followed suit with 
a 57-41 
win over Theta Xi. 
Other fraternity scores: Lambda
 
Chi  Alpha 56, Sigma Alpha Mu 20;
 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 40, Sigma 
Alpha 
Epsilon 20; and Delta Sigma
 Phi 
45, Sigma
 Pi 34. 
'rhe 
All -College table tennis 
tournament, played over the last 
two weeks was won by Ali Sabel i. 
Runnersup were lwan Jacobs and 
Nas Lozani. 




.1E3r  3P' 
Be the personality in your 
own poster. Send us your 
picture
 and we'll blow if up 
into a gigantic poster  





As a matter of fact,  
send
 us anybody's picture 
and  we'll 
blow
 it up into a 
gigantic  poster 
for  only ;4.95. 
5. 
Great
 as gift, as a 
gag, to scare 







Giant  black & 
white 3 foot 
tall poster 








can be any size
 from 
21/4" x 31/4" 
up, black & 
white  or color. 















films, 806 So. 
Robertson  Blvd., 
Los  Angeles. Calif 
90035 
Big 
Hamm  Posters 
(n)  54.95 ON 
(Calif.









 money order for $ 











'The main purpose of the drills, 
so early in the year is to get the 
players into shape," said 
head  
football coach Harry Anderson. "A 
lot of the players
 don't work out 
that much in the summer and 
to keep






get  a 









 as of now 
Russ Munson 
was his number 
one 
come fall practice they're really quarterback but that things could 
in trouble. This way we get the change if Mark Woods comes 







PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO 
August II 8. August 13, 
1968 
August 4 & August 11,  1968 
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS 
August NI, 
1961 
number of spaces Is available for faculty, 















1400 Holloway Avenu 
San Francisco, California 94112 
Not. Thes. r not round-trip flights











































GROUP TO EUROPE 














DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCOARRIVES LONDON
 JUNE 20 
DEPARTS PARISARRIVES SAN FRANCISCO SEPT.
 5 
DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCOARRIVES LONDON JUNE 24 
DEPARTS PARISARRIVES SAN FRANCISCO SEPT. 9 
For information and reservations for these 
flights, Eurail 




  74 W. 






 Blvd.  241-2100 
BE 
YOUR
 OWN GURU 
WITH  
GRODINS  










COLLAR'S  UP. THE
 BUTTONS 
STRATEGICALLY  
GROUPED,  THE 
COLORS TURNED 
UP TO A NOW 




 SIZES S. 
M.




VALLEY FAIR CENTER cad 
















































































































































ty). Position, high. 
earriphrli
 Union 






 Position, high. 
Los 
Angeles
 City Schools. Los 
Angeles



















 Beach Uniim High 
School District, 
Huntington  Beach 
(Orange County Position, 
high.  
Catkins Vail( v 






























tions. elementary. high. 
Alum Rock lnion 
Elenkentars  















HILL AIR FORCE BASE, Utah 
(AP) - - "Photographic division --
Camera speaking." 
"People think I'm trying to Ike 
funny and hang up," says First
 
Lt. Jan P. Camera of Lorrain.. 
Ohio, an officer in Hill Air
 Force ! 
Base's 
photographic division. 
He says he has
















art,  added 







talk when he 







 the Charles Lloyd 
Jazz Quintet and
 slides of paint-
ings to 
illustrate his review 
of 
"American Art Since 1900"
 by Bar-
bara Rose. 
Powers described the hook as a 
"lucid, 
articulate  survey 
of 
art  in 
the past 68 
years.  It tells it like 
It 
is"  
Art prior to 
1900
 was the "idea 
of looking at something 
and  imi-
tating it from one point of view 
in space and
 time," said Powers. It 
was an "art of stability, balance 
anti logic." 
"The world  
the artist 
relates  to 
today," said 






























in the early 
1900's 
made 


















































































































































Now at Si/va 
Service! 
That time of the year is here again 
Time for nicer weather, and time to 
get 
your car ready for the "fun 
months"  
ahead. 
When you have 
your car serviced at 
Silva's,  
expert  journeyman mechanics 
clean, adjust and 
replace all necessary 
components. 




and  performs Ids the day you 
bought it. 
Silva services 
foreign cars too. All 
major brands 
of
 foreign cars are equally 
serviceable 
at Silva's. And at the same 
low, low rates as 
domestic
 cars. 
Don't wait another day! A 
bed  running 
car can
 ruin the bast of days.
 Prepare for 
Spring 
with
 a tune-up at Silva 
Service. 
Expertly Serving SJS 
Students for 35 years 
78 S. 4th St. SILVA SERVICE 
295-8968 
Late for
 Class? Well Park 




























out  for a 

















 lust in 
case you
 still 










You'll  hear hipn when 
the 
clock 




































 awarded a 
po-
sition






 Program sponsored 
by 
the American Council on Edu-
cation.
 
Dr. Benedict will begin his nine 























andfiruinee  k 








Dr. Benedict was 
chosen on the 
50°/e
 To 90°0 Off!
 0 












sity of Southern 
California




 from Pa- 
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY 
" 
1)., !.$ 














sition at the end of 
his  internship. 
The 




 is made possible 





































objectives in behavorial terms. All positions now open for 
L. A. S. Curriculum and many Occupational Curricula. 
Competitive salaries. M. A. Degree required in 
subject area. 
Interviews by Dr. 
Robert  S. Zimmer, President. Sat. March 
16 - San Francisco Hilton -- 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun. March
 
17 - Mt. View Motel, Palo Alto - 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon. 
March 18 thru Thurs. March 21 - I.B.M. Homestead at 
San Jose - 7 































Spaghetti  and Meatballs - 
$1.00 























The Spartan Daily does not knowingly 
accept 
advertising  from advertisers who 
practice discrimination on the basis of 
race. color, creed or national origin. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111 
SPARTA EUROPE '68 5339. June 18. 
Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.Amsterdam 




TEACHER OF CLASSICAL 
guitar. Call 
298-5255 anytime. Ask for  Behroozi.  
AUTO 
INSURANCE








for  single men 
over 
21. Call George 
Campbell 244-9600.  
COMING  AGAIN TO SJS. The
 War 
Game,  
Morris Daily. Sat., Mar I6th, 
6, 7. 8, 




oiness ... S mini, wash - 250. 4 wins,
 
- SOc. Astor s Auto 









 25c/hr. 10c/20 
min. 
LLicated in N. wing typing rms. 
"TEACHER INTERVIEWS: The ABC Uni-
fied 
School District, located in the 
Los 
Angeles area, will 
have
 a 
district rep. on 
rampus
 Fri., 





sign up at 
the placement office 









sml. rms., etc. or leaving resi-
dence
 are being conducted.
 If you have 
one of these 










'62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. Clean, 
excel.  
mechanical shape. Must
 sell. 293-9972. 
Ask for Rick Fiset,   
AUSTIN 
HEALEY
 3000 Delux. '60. New 
trans., clutch, 
tires,
 excel. cond. 43,000 
mi.  $1195 295-8194.  
'65 GTO 4.spd.. posi., mags., traction 
bars, cheater
 slicks. Reverb. Complete
 
instruments.







 Rad., het., 4-spd.
 Must sell. 293-
1608.   





het.,  pow. 
steering. 11400/offer.
 Call 292-5868 
after 
7 p.m. wkdays.  
'63 FAIRLN. SPT. CPE. V-8,
 "260" cid 4-
spd.. R/H, bid. seats.
 Exc. cond. Ask for 
Jerry, 298-0174.
 
'63 VW BUS. 
Bea.  camper inside. 
Exc. 
cond. 
$1450  Come see us. 542 S. 8th.  
'65 MUSTANG,





 exc. cond. Very clean.
 
Rees. 
$1450. 253-8588.  
'61
 TR3. Slight body damage.
 Call Ted 
Bunding. 248-9320 afternoon. 
'59 CHRYSLER. Good tires & good en-
gine. Call 287.1394. 
'67 YAMAHA 180. Like new.








385  S. 10th 322B. Leave
 message. 
'58 DKW. 
36,000  orig. 
mi. New 
shocks, 





German watch.  
631/2 FORD GAL. SOO 2-dr. H.T, 4-spd. 
390 HiPerf. 3-2s, 
427 Hdrs. New cam, 
solids, green/blk. int. R&H. 269.4710.  
'45 CORVAIR Corsa 140, 4-spd. New 
tires,
 top cond. Extras. Must sell,
 $975. 
Aft. 6 p.m. 371.3727. 
FOR 
SALE 131 
TYPEWRITER, stylish Royal port., with 
case.
 1965 model. Hardly used. 130/of-
fer. 294-8857,   
3-8' SAILBOATS 8, 14' skiboat & 
Must sell by 3/15. No reasonable offer 
refused. 295.2827 - 287-6264.  
ROYAL TYPEWRITER









Piano -Needs home Cond. fair 
$ 
100/offer.  298-5635. 
HELP WANTED 141 
HASHERS WANTED for lunch 
& dinner. 
2 meals for one. Apply 















Clara.  Eves. call 246.0355.  
LOCAL PUBLISHING 
concern  needs 
young lady to handle phone. Top 
salary. 
Morn. OR eves. Call Mr. Ford 207-6083. 
MEN OR WOMEN to sell 
plastic  Jewel-
ry & Baby pants. Ed. commission. 
272--
0133 after 5 p.m. 
THE WAR GAME. 
Have  you seen it? 
Morris Daily. Sat., March lath. A must 
flick!
 
DRIVER SALES with 
or without
 pickup 
truck. Salary plus corn.
 Greenco Distrib-
utors,  358 No, 
Montgomery  St. Mr. 




3 LRGE. RMS. 
FURN. $135/mo. All util. 
included. Girls or 
couple. 595 S. 9t1,.  
Call 
259-1547.  Avail. after
 March 15th. 
MEN ... SML, CLEAN, single w/living 
rm.,
 
kit.  & parking.
 $20/mo. 532 S. 9th. 





MALE ROOMMATE - $45/mo.
 Pool. 
Anne Darling 
Apts.  Bob Rice,  251-3957. 
WE 
NEED YOU and you for 
two  va-
cancies
 at Wee Terrace. Girls 
boarding  
house spring semester, 177 S. 12th. Call 
295-9619.   
MALE -UPPER 
DIV. roommate needed. 




148 E. William #4.  
MALE STD. HOUSE to share own rm. 
at $48.50 util. Parlor
 & kit. 167 E. 
St. John St. 
295-6869.   
MEN. QUIET RM. Wall -wall carpet.
 Priv-
ate  porch, furnace heat. 406 S. 11th.  
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 
house with 4 
others.
 $40/mo. 294-8352. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 
Irqe. 








293-8713.   











11th St.  
AVAILABLE AFTER APRIL
 1st. 2 
bar.,
 2 -
story apt. for mature,
 quiet studs. Call 
ra.. 5 p.m.





 apt. New. 
quiet. 
Wash & dry. 



















 NEEDED: 21 & old-
er. To 
share  apt. $53smo.
 Call Rich 
after  
6. 
298.7944.   
GIRL ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 
nice





2 FEMALE  
ROOMMATES
 NEEDED: 2 




287.1273  after 430 p.m.  
STUDIO
-MODERN  - $80. Ph. 298-
0602.  617 S. 
9th.
  
GIRLS: FURN. 3 bdrrn. house for sum-
mer 






QUIET, SUNNY 3 rm. furn,  apt. with 
wall.wall  
carpet  yard. Bar





LITTLE MAN ON 
CAMPUS  
rixessewvm 
D -6g  
WANT
 
yourz  LOVE 
, 
PHYLLI5  
CA455E.-(  5,141LE --
sfou;2 
ONIVIZfTANOIN6---1'OUR  01.2 









One day Two days Three days Four days Five days 
3 lines 1.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 2.50 
4 fines 2.00 2.50 2.75 2.90 3.00 
5 lines 2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50 
6 lines 3.00 3.50 
.50 











CHECK A CLASSIFICATION 
12 Announcements 












 end Found 
(6) 0 
Transportation  (9) 
LOST AND 
FOUND 161 
FOUND: LADIES WATCH: 
Oriocci 
Sportsnite.  Mar. I. Call 245.1806.  
LOST: 
WEDDING
 ring wi5 
diarnoeds.
 & 
class ring fon. SJS. 3rd floor men's rrn., 
Eng. building.  3/12.
 $40 reward. Call 
266-1634  or 
287-1260.   
LOST: 6 mo. old male orange & white 
kitten. Answers
 to the name of Amos. 
Missing on S. 8th since
 3/9. 295-5850 






















',vg dates tl-ru 







she will marry!!! 
WHAT???
 







 OR TV FROM Esche's. 




Call 251-2598.  
TYPING - Term 
papers, theses, WC. 
Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 294-







edit.  Near San Jose 
State.  




Masters - Reports - 
Disserta-
tions. Marianne Tambora, 1924 Harris 
Ave. Call  
371-0395
 San Jose.  
TYPING IN MY 
HOME. 40c/page dbl. 
space. Carbon 
copies






















 City or 
south.
 Share 
expenses or start car
 pool. 
8:30 


































possible  on 
canceled  
ads.  Print 
your  ad 
here:  
(Count 
approximately  33 
letters
 and spaces 







Enclosed  Is $ 
City      




 ORDER, OR CASH TO:
 SPARTAN 
DAILY  CLASSIFIEDS, 
SAN JOSE STATE 
COLLEGE,




 allow 2 days after
 placing 
for
 ad to 
ippon.  
 
 
tc.00.5041015000.-413.00CrY.....?!-Cor..9
 
